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MAP policy:

It’s super simple! Please do not violate our map pricing. We are constantly monitoring our 
dealers to make sure everybody is “playing by the rules” so to speak. We like to keep a level 
playing field for dealers big and small, and ask that you respect that.

Enticements:

Small enticements are ok for the most part, as long as within reason. For instance, on our own 
site we occasionally offer a one time $15 off for people who sign up for our email list. That 
comes out to a less than 7% discount average for one pedal. Also, we only run that as a popup 
on the site, and do not advertise this on social media. We’ve found that this can increase brand 
awareness, and can also increase dealer sales since the person is now on our newsletter list, 
and we do feature dealers on many newsletters.
Some dealers will offer a free patch cable, some guitar picks, or similar. That is OK with us, as 
long as the enticement is small, and not a roundabout way to violate MAP. Ex: Buy a Wren 
pedal, get a free $60 guitar cable. That is not within reason. We know "within reason" is a bit of 
a vague term, but most of us have been doing this long enough to know what that means.

Also, if you are a dealer that charges for shipping, free shipping coupons are ok within your 
country.
We do not allow USA dealers to offer free shipping to International customers even with 
a coupon.

Sales:

We allow one sale annually for up to 15% off, for a period of 1 week (most use this on “Black 
Friday” or “Cyber Monday”). Please email us to let us know, and we will shoot back an email 
approval and lock in the dates for you.

Reporting:

We do encourage dealers to let us know if they see other dealers in violation of MAP. Also, if 
you do see a dealer featuring a sale, we are happy to share the dates that dealer has locked in 
for the sale.



“Open Box”/Blem

If selling an item open box or blemmed, we ask that you never use a stock picture and that only 
a picture of the actual item be used as well as a clear reason for the discount given in the 
description.

Other Amazon and eBay stores:

Please don’t try to sell Wren products “through the back door” at a steep discount, using a 
made up store name. Everyone knows this trick, and we do know how to catch people doing it. 
This has happened in the past, we have figured it out, and promptly dropped those dealers. 
We’ve been at this a while, and have become pretty good at catching those doing it. A violation 
of this type will result in the dealer being dropped immediately, no warnings. Using eBay and 
Amazon stores are fine, as long as your store is clearly noted for the buyer, and MAP isn’t 
being violated.

Thank you for being a dealer for Wren and Cuff.

Sincerely,

Wren and Cuff
Dealer Accounts

Wren and Cuff
3529 Old Conejo Rd ste. 101
Newbury Park, CA 91320
t: 818.794.9736
e: dealeraccounts@wrenandcuff.com

tel:818.472.0632

